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Yera Kamin
Yera Kamin

Species: Yamataian (Nepleslian)
Gender: Male

Age: 32
Zodiac Sign: Cancer

Height: 5'8“
Weight: 154 lbs

Organization: Origin Industries
Occupation: Designer/Owner

Rank: Junior Executive
Current Placement:

Yera Kamin in Roleplay

Yera Kamin is a player character played by Echo and is currently involved in the plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'8” Mass: 154 lbs

Build and Skin Color: Yera's slightly tan skin encases a bony, seemingly teenage body. Lean muscles
lie just below his skin, but are barely noticeable due to the lack of definition.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Yera has a definitively Asian face, with soft brown eyes. The smooth
outline of his face seems to suggest a great amount of knowledge.

Hair Color and Style: Yera has short, black hair. It is sometimes spiked, but lays flat and matted atop
his head the majority of the time.

Distinguishing Features: None

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Yera is a smart, outspoken individual. He tends to voice his opinions about everything he
can. Though this annoys many people, Yera is strong in his convictions and never deviates from the path
that he sets for himself. These traits have helped him greatly in the business world.

Likes: Engineering, Family, Design Dislikes: Hate, Immaturity, Ignorance Goals: To bring his company
together with one of the major corporations and design some of the universe's best equipment.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Kamin- A rarely respected family that lives in the Yamatai Star Empire. The family consisted of only his
mother, father, and himself. His father's name was Jenshi, while his mother's was Vora. He had a few
loose cousins, uncles, and a grandfather in his life. Yet, they never really mattered to him because he
rarely ever saw them.

Pre-RP

Yera grew up in an underprivileged household, one of the few in the Yamatai Star Empire. He couldn't
stand the fact that his parents had to struggle for everything they had, while his friends had excessive
wants and “needs.” His family's life on the planet of Essia was difficult, but they managed to scrape out
enough to survive.

Yera bonded quickly with his family and helped them out whenever he could, but his primary goal was
education. The life he lead was not one that he wanted to continue, especially not well into his adult life.
Yera felt the need to prove himself to the world, and he saw education as that outlet. He studied
engineering for many years of his life, attempting to secure his path out of poverty in the future. He was
very successful in this goal, and even managed to start his own small design company.

The company, known as Jodai Industries, consisted of about forty designers, fifty factory workers, and a
small facility/ship in the outer reaches of the Yamatai Empire. Before the company could even get more
than a few minor novelties out, however, many of the designers were killed in a pirate attack. This left
Yera with little inspiration or resources, so he decided to make it his goal to find a company that he could
merge with.

Skills

Chemistry

Yera is adept at handling volatile chemicals, mainly the ones used to generate explosive reactions. He
gained this knowledge through studying rocketry and explosive weapons alongside the university's best
engineers.

Demolitions

Yera is adept at mixing explosive chemicals and designing new ways to do so. He obtained this
knowledge through the same program that gave him his chemists intellect.
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Mathematics

Yera studied mathematics on a large and in-depth scale during his academy years. He is incredibly
intrigued by quantum theory and things of that sort.

Technology Operation

Yera took a number of Robotics and Engineering courses during his time at the universities that gave him
great knowledge of technology. He expanded this technology through his self-teaching and design
projects.

Biology

The last major skill Yera has involves genetics. He studied genetics, especially that of humanoids, while
he was in college. He applies this skill to designing some of his medicines and other human-related
technologies.

Inventory

Finances

Yera Kamin (Incomplete) is currently a in the Jodai Industries (Merging with Origin). He receives a weekly
salary of -salary- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds

OOC Discussion

I will get a page of for Jodai Industries soon, assuming Yera gets approved.

Character Data
Character Name Yera Kamin
Character Owner Echo
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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